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Eureka Girl Writes to Helena, Montana 
 
 
My friend who lives here tells me the main street—Last Chance Gulch— 
was named for sudden gold and is therefore hopeful 
despite the way it sounds like a hole dug desperately  
inside a hole.  

           I was raised in the South, in a town named for  
an exclamation:  what a founder is said to have said 
when the springs cured his blindness.  

Maybe hope is always heads-tails 
with desperation, as driving here weeks after a near-fatal car wreck, I misread the sign 
on the curve by the white roadside cross as Stay in Your Lane When Solid Line Is 
Prayer. Helena, thank you for hearing me. For streets  
empty enough for wind to spill down their riverbed, as a book tells me 
Emptiness is where God rushes in.  

By God, I mean how sweet dill smells 
in a vase. How much like a flower. I mean art museum landscapes 
that buck light from their canvases like we’re wrong to ever think 
in only two dimensions—like the Great Falls north of here used to buck the river off 
in five huge exclamations marks.  
                                                     Jets of sparkling foam! 
That Lewis had to dive into the river to save himself  
from a bear that charged him because he was running  
                                                                                    toward the river in ecstasy  
seems like irony but also prayer:  a solid zigzag between  
what we think we want and what we need to save us.  
                                                                                    Helena,  
thank you for letting a Southern girl talk about her West inside you. For friends  
and coffee in wooden diner booths! For conversations! For pickling  
and Sundays!  
                      I know exclamation marks get overused these days, especially 
by women, who are trained to sound soft and retractable—like steam 
blanching the grizzlies at White Sulfur Springs. There was also a mural 
of eagles! It was inside a motor inn! 
                                                         I should hate kitsch, but it’s hard  
not to feel joy at the real water. Even if the falls  
are damned. Even if the river is paved over. Even if the gold rush 
is the name of so many bars.  
                                              Lewis (or is it Clark?)  
keeps pointing from rectangular signs by the highway:  something is ahead  
and ahead and. I know about treachery. I know  
I’m discovering nothing. But I needed to remember how the ground feels 
when it believes in its own better stories.  
 
 
 


